Northwest Sound Youth Soccer
Association
NSYSA

Subj: NSYSA Monthly Board Meeting Agenda
Location:
Silverdale Lutheran Church
11701 Ridgepoint Dr NW
Silverdale, WA 98383
In Attendance
NSYSA Board:
President - Louie Bond
VP of Admin - Val Corden
Competition - Bob Bjornemo
VP of Awards and Recognition - Darcy Buell
Club Representatives:
BIYSC - John Thornton
BSC - Shannon Bayne
CKSC - Dawn Byron
JCSC - Jennifer Herbig
KAFC - Teneka Morley-Short
Committee Representatives
NSYSA Discipline - Bob Bjornemo
Recreation Cup - Bob Bjornemo
Soccer to the Maxx - Kathie Thoma
NSYSA Scholarship - Darcy Buell
1.

Roll Call
* NSYSA Board
* Club Representatives
* Guest Introductions

2.

Communications

3.

Approval of Minutes
* 2015 AGM

Date: 03-27-2017

Time:
6:30-9:00

Registrar - Liming McMillan
Treasurer - Steve Vonheeder
Secretary - Kent Hassebrock

NKSC - Laura Alikpala
NMYSC - Aaron Borseth
SKSC - Jim White
TSC - Lloyd Hanson
Others in Attendance
Steve Shively - NSYSA Scheduler
Guests -
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Subj: NSYSA Monthly Board Meeting Agenda
4.

Officer’s Annual Reports
A. President
B. VP of Administration
C. VP of Award and Recognition
D. Competition

5.

NSYSA Scheduler / Website Administrator

6.

Committee Annual Reports
A. NSYSA Development Committee
B. NSYSA Discipline Committee
C. Recreational Cup Committee
D. NSYSA Scholarship Committee

7.

Club Annual Reports
A. BIFC
B. BSC
C. CKSC
D. JCSC
E. KAFC

9.

Date: 03-27-2017

E. Registrar
F. Treasurer
G. Secretary

F.
G.
H.
I.

NKSC
NMYSC
SKSC
TSC

Unfinished Business

10. New Business
* KAFC color change from Red/White/Blue to White/Blue/Red
11. Elections
* VP of Admin
* VP of Awards and Recognition
* Registrar
11. Good of the Game
12. Adjournment
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2016 - 2017 NSYSA AGM VP of Comp Report

Date: 26 March 2017

1. I have received from a good source that there will be some significant change to the
playing rules from WYS.
a. The setback line will be implemented to the U11 & U12 game with the 2017
season.
b. No heading will be allowed for player ages 12 YO and below.
c. No punting is being talked about for U12 and below.
d. Other changes may be coming forward.
2. I have created a document which combines the Administrative Processes of both
Small Sided and full Sided documents. The rules of play will remain within their
own procedural documents. But the administrative rules are often diverse of one
another when being maintained in separate documents. This is confusing and
misleading for coaches with teams in both Small Sides and Full Sided Leagues.
3. “Coaches Reports” are not being fully utilized as an asset for the managing of the
Leagues sponsored within NSYSA. This action is not solely to record Sportsmanship
ratings and scores.
a. Sportsmanship ratings are a 1 - 4 range. If a coach is registering a 1 or 2 for
their assessment of the opposing teams conduct / play, this coach must provide
a narrative as to why this low score is being entered.
b. Clubs monitoring these ratings should apply these reports, to mentor and
encourage conduct or play for the teams.
c. It discouraging when reviewing comments speaking to poor conduct by
parents, coaches, and players.
d. Language is often expressed as an issue.
e. Clubs are asked to acknowledge and implement the WYS Respect campaign.
This campaign is recommended to be reviewed at the start of the season
meetings.
http://www.washingtonyouthsoccer.org/respect/
4. Referees are a diminishing resource. We all must seek to find new blood for the
ranks of Kitsap Peninsula Referee Association.
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5. Referees are not the primary means of control. Their position only allows for that
time of the match they attempt to control.
a. Coaches have greater opportunity to use practice and game time to set
example and raise expectations for standards of conduct.
b. The characteristic of allowed conduct at practices is exactly how the game will
be played. Let’s get the control started in the practice, which will help to
clean up the game.
6. Mother Nature was not been kind to us. We have had upwards of 150 games
canceled due to a variety of reasons. Some were been rescheduled. Most were not.
a. It is hoped that the addition of new turf fields will reduce the impact of bad
weather.
b. Late season weather has caused many games not to be played.
c. As many as 150 games were not played as a result of field closure and
weather.
7. I have attached a spreadsheet of the breakdown of games by Club and League.
a. I am pleased that fewer games reflect canceling than I would have expected.
b. Scheduling activities versus games does reflect an amount of churn in the
scheduling process.
8. I have also included a matrix of comparison for game results for age and gender.
a. The methodology of creating the breakdown of age and division seems to
support large variances in some ages.
b. At the older high school age brackets this pairing may not be avoided.

